Dear PRSD families,
We are excited to start planning for our upcoming school year
with your amazing young artists! Whether we are discovering art
together or apart in a few weeks, we have already begun devising
a plan for art following each model of education offered. No matter
how your student will be joining us on their educational journey, art will
remain fun and exciting for our amazing artists!
Due to the recent pandemic and following PRSD protocol, supplies
in art class will not be shared like they have in the past. Because of
this, we have put together a supply list for all of our families to gather
and bring on the first day of school. These supplies will only be
used by your student- and may not be shared. If your student is
following the virtual model, they too can have these supplies
ready for the first day of art instruction.
If your family cannot provide any or all of the supplies, please let
us know and we will be happy to accommodate. Thank you for
your understanding during this time.
As new faces in the PRSD art department we plan on sending
along more detailed introductions in weeks to come, so stay tuned!

Your Art Teachers,
Ms. Jankowski

Mrs. Laslavic

Wexford & Hance

Richland & Hance

Elementary

Elementary

“Together or apart, We create ART from the heart!”

Pine Richland Grades 1-3
Art Class Supply Lists
In-School & Hybrid Model Students:
#2 PencilsEraser
1x Scissors
Liquid Glue Bottle
24 Pack Crayons
10 Pack Water Based Markers
1x Black Fine Sharpie
1x Paint Brush

Virtual Model Students:
Above Supplies 
8.5x11 Sketchbook (can also pick up at school)
Watercolor Paint Palette
Colored Construction Paper

Optional for Everyone:
1x roll of Washi Tape (for sketchbook & labeling supplies)
Colored Pencils
Container for all supplies that can fit in desk

*if any supply is a double of homeroom supplies please omit those supplies.
** above links are for reference, does not have to be exact.

